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1. Final: San Juan River regional coal environmental impact statement; March 1984. Albuquerque: United States
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Albuquerque District Office, 1984. Various paginations
(about 500 pages) 8.5x11 inches, profusely illustrated with graphs, charts, maps, tables and figures, large folded map in
rear pocket, very good in original blue illustrated wraps. (#156981)
$50.00
Exhaustive environmental study of the impact of coal mining in the region.
2. The great coal strike of 1978. New York: Spartacist Publishing Company, 1978. 96p.,
wraps, illus., very good condition, 5x8 inches. (#51583) $10.00
3. Harlan & Bell Kentucky, 1931-2, the National Miner's Union. As reported at the
time in The Labor Defender. Huntington, WV: Appalachian Movement Press, 1972.
[28p.], staplebound pamphlet, 8.5x11 inches, very good. Includes three articles from
Labor Age, published by the Conference for Progressive Labor Action. Reprints articles
by J. Louis Engdahl, Eugene Gordon, Theodore Dreiser, John Dos Passos, Molly Jackson
and others. (#81119)
$20.00
4. History of the Union Pacific coal mines, 1868 to 1940. Omaha: The Colonial Press,
[197-?]. Unpaginated preliminaries, 265p., xliii [appendices], sizeable folded chart in the
back, illustrated with period photography throughout, vignettes and plates; photo-reprint
of 1940 original in cloth boards. Fore-edge is bumped with slight crumple and dust-soil to
a dozen leaves, former owner's presentation inscription. (#153479) $25.00
One chapter of about 22p. gives the company account of "Chinese riot and massacre of September 2, 1885;" this
includes many vignette photos of pre-"riot" personnel.
5. How unemployed miners help to build socialism: German miners in the Don Bas. London: Modern Books
Limited, 1931. 17p., wraps foxed and mildly soiled. (#126038)
$12.00
About German coal miners who moved to the USSR to begin new lives after losing their jobs.
6. Never Forget: Dec. 77 - Mar. 78. Brookwood, AL [small circular
handmade plaster plaque with a chunk of coal]. Brookwood, AL, [1978].
2.5 inch diameter plaque, painted blue with a chunk of coal glued to the top,
with a printed sticker and the name of the town added by hand in yellow
paint. (#209989)
$15.00
Created to commemorate the Bituminous coal strike led by the United Mine
Workers of America from December 6, 1977 to March 19, 1978.
7. The Northern Traveller, and Northern Tour; with the Routes to The
Springs, Niagara, and Quebec, and the Coal Mines of Pennsylvania; also, the
Tour of New-England. Embellished with thirty-two Copperplate Engravings.
Fourth Edition, Revised and Extended. New York: Printed by J. & J. Harper,
1830. 444p., engraved plates and maps as called for, hardbound in quarter
calf marbled boards, 6x3.6 inches. A very shaken copy, albeit complete, with the following faults: both covers
presumed detached, now held (to all appearances) only by old thick tape and a modern plastic sleeve. Front blanks
absent. Engraved title page held by old paper tape. Scattered foxing and occasional gutter-area mildew (most but not
all plates and maps are unaffected). Entire textblock is badly rippled and crimped; it closes flat but opens very stiffly.
Spine titling and rulings damaged. Poor copy, sufficient for reference. (#182290) $30.00
8. One step forward, twelve steps back: Tribune and the miners' strike. London: Ernest Bevin Society, 1985.
20p., wraps, occasional faint pencil marginalia. (#190884)
$10.00
9. Songs of freedom. Famous labor songs from Appalachia. Part II. Huntington, WV: Appalachian Movement Press,

[197-]. [16p.], lightly worn wraps, 8.5x11 inches, unobtrusive interior ex-library rubberstamp. (#163119)
Lyrics and music to eight songs, with historical context provided.

$12.00

10. Southampton Strike Bulletin. No 6 (May 10th, 1926). Southampton, UK: T. E. Lewis, 1926. Single sheet,
8.25x10.5 inches, printed both sides, creased from folding and with two minor spots of soil but good overall.
(#134791)
$25.00
The General Strike, led by the Trades Union Congress, was an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to prevent wage
reductions and other damages to the livelihoods of coal miners. This bulletin reports positively on the participation of
transit workers in the strike and refutes pro-business press accounts of violent incidents.
11. Support the Sterns Miners! Come to the rally and fundraiser [poster].
Chicago: Ad Hoc Committee to Support the Miners, [1978]. 11x17 inch poster, very
good. (#215298)
$35.00
On the strike by miners working for the Blue Diamond Coal Company in Stearns,
Kentucky. Stearns is spelled "Sterns" throughout the text.
12. "The personal freedom of the individual citizen is the most sacred and
precious inheritance of Americans"--Archbishop Ireland. [Cover title]
Unionism vs. law and order in Kentucky [Caption title from p. 3]. N.pl.: n.pub.,
1904. 32p., wraps slightly browned with minor chipping on the edges, 5.75x8.5
inches. (#196463)
$65.00
Anonymous attack on the United Mine Workers of America, done as part of the wage
negotiations in Hopkins County, Kentucky coal mines over wages. Compilation of
various articles, all with an antiunion slant.
13. They'll be waiting for the train to come in. New York: The Associated Press,
1946. 7X9 inch B&W photo, together with browned paper note bearing original AP
wire service caption. (#130461) $20.00
The expressive women reading a sign in the New York subway announcing reduced service due to coal shortages
caused by a tugboat strike. Dated Feb. 12, 1946
14. Vietnam; 163. Hanoi: Vietnam, 1972. 25p., 9.75x13.25 inches, magazine illustrated with b&w photos, color
covers and interior photos, maps, cartoons, very good in original stapled pictorial wraps. This issue has an article on
Vietnamese coal miners. (#113790)
$35.00
15. Albright, Charles and F.W. Hughes. The great Mollie Maguire trials in
Carbon and Schuylkill counties, Pa.; brief reference to such trials, and
arguments of Gen. Charles Albright and Hon. F.W. Hughes, in the case of the
commonwealth vs. James Carroll, James Roarity, Hugh McGehan, and James
Boyle, indicted for the murder of Benjamin F. Yost, chief of police of and at
Tamaqua, July 6, 1876...July 22d, 1876, verdict as to all the prisoners of guilty
of murder in the first degree. Pottsville: Chronicle Book and Job Rooms, 1876.
94p., disbound with threads a bit loose but holding and glue remains along
spine, self-wraps, otherwise good first edition pamphlet. (#161283) $175.00
16. Alinsky, Saul. John L. Lewis; an unauthorized biography. New York:
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1949. xi, 387p., cover slightly edge worn, corners
bumped, internally very good condition. (#44351)
$15.00
17. Angle, Barbara. Those that mattered. New York: Crown Publishers,
1994. ISBN: 0517597993. 307p., first edition, remainder mark on top edge else

very good condition in like dj. (#52970)
$12.00
"[S]tory of the complex relationship between miners and the Earth, between the union and the company, and between
men and women, written by one of the first women to go into the Appalachian coal mines." - dj.
18. Arble, Meade. The long tunnel: a coal miner's journal. New York: Atheneum, 1976.. 239p., first edition,
edgeworn dj. (#3755)
$18.00
Includes a description of the reactions of coal miners to the hiring of women.
19. Aurand, Harold W. From the Molly Maguires to the United Mine Workers; the social ecology of an industrial
union 1869-1897. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1971. ISBN: 0877220069. x, 221p., very good in the original
cloth binding. (#3314)
$12.00
20. Babcock & Wilcox Co. Chain Grate Stokers. New York: The Babcock & Wilcox
Co., 1914. 63p., high-gloss paperstock throughout with profuse b&w site and machine
photography (and several fine diagrammatic images). There were a variety of such
engines (these fed coal to boilers on a very large scale), a variety of multiple
installations, and a variety of cavernous venues. A nice copy; the 10x7.5 inch cloth
boards (cover titled gilt with aeolipile device) are slightly edgeworn, but lie square and
flat, there is some trivial flecking to front cover and tiny adhesions to back, endsheets are
faintly foxed, entirely clean and sound within, a very good copy. (#210660)
$25.00
Amazingly stylish composition of photographs of machines, may be carefully touched up;
comparable to the architectural and industrial view-books issued between WWI and
WWII in Germany.
21. Beck, Tom [and] George M. Bretz. George M. Bretz, photographer in the mines.
Baltimore: University of Maryland Baltimore County Library, 1977. 73p., wraps, , 11x8.5 inches. (#120701)$40.00
22. Beshoar, Barron B. Out of the depths; the story of John R. Lawson a labor leader. Denver, Colorado,: Golden
Bell Press, no date, 1950s. xii, 372p., line maps and period illustrations from photography, later edition (first published
1942) hardbound in red cloth boards and dust jacket. Casing and textblock are very sound and clean; dj has tears, splits
along foldlines, and a margin that may be mouse-gnawed. (#385)
$35.00
Lawson was a leader of the Colorado coal miners during the Ludlow strike and massacre.
23. Bethel, Thomas N. Conspiracy in coal. Huntington, WV: Appalachian Movement Press, [1967?]. 36p.,
staplebound pamphlet. This article originally appeared in Washington Monthly. (#41301)
$10.00
24. Bimba, Anthony. The Molly Maguires. New York: International Publishers, 1932. 144p., frontis-portraits of the
executed leaders, preface, reference notes, index, illustrations, very good condition, edge worn and chipped dj a bit
faded. (#214230)
$15.00
25. Bituminous Operators' Special Committee. Letter to the United States Coal Commission on the Check-off.
n.pl.: the Committee, 1923. 4p., wraps. (#132645)
$35.00
Depicts United Mine Workers strikers as violent, striving for goals set by well-funded puppetmasters.
26. Black, Edie and Fred Goff. The Hanna industrial complex. New York: The North American Congress on Latin
America, 1969. 16p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with photos, figures, drawings and tables, very good in original stapled
wraps. (#92941)
$18.00
The story of how four midwest family dynasties built an industrial empire comprising Hanna Mining Co., National
Steel, Consolidation Coal, and Chrysler Corp.; how the members of these four families, the Hannas, Weirs,
Humphreys and Loves, were major financial backers of Taft and Goldwater; and how Hanna secured a concession to
mine Brazil's richest iron ore deposit as a result of the 1964 coup.

27. Bloch, Louis. Labor agreements in coal mines, a case study of the administration of agreements between miners'
and operators' organizations in the bituminous coal mines of Illinois. New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1931.
513p., tables, diagrams, bookplate of the Foundation, remainder mark on bottom fore edge else very good condition in
like dj. Industrial relations series. (#398)
$30.00
28. Bonosky, Phillip. Burning valley, a novel. New York: Masses & Mainstream, 1953. 288p., first edition, endpapers
browned, rather shelf worn dj with a few tears. *Rideout novel. (#108739)
$25.00
"This is the sensitively told story of the working people who lived in the Hollow, and of their struggle against the
hunger that haunted the shacks and mining patches sprawling across the hills and valleys of Western Pennsylvania." dj.
29. Bowen, Lynn. Boss whistle; the coal miners of Vancouver Island remember. Lantzville, BC: Oolichan Books,
1982. 280p., illus., first edition, shelfworn dj. A project of the Coal Tyee Society. (#39247)
$35.00
30. Broehl, Wayne G., Jr. The Molly Maguires. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968. vi, [iv], 409p., map,
illus., first printing, previous owner's name else very good condition in a shelf worn and chipped dj. (#6668) $17.00
31. Brophy, John. A miner's life; an autobiography edited and supplemented by John O.P. Hall. Madison: The
University of Wisconsin Press, 1964. xv, 320p., front., illus., worn dj price clipped with a tear and a faded spine.
Leader of the UMWA and the CIO. (#113)
$15.00
32. Brown, Rollo Walter. The firemakers, a novel of environment. New York: Coward-McCann, 1931. 380p.,
original black cloth, spine lettering eroded, hinges weak. Strike novel. (#183480)
$20.00
"Luke Dabney, a coal-miner at fourteen, becomes active a strike for safer working conditions." *Blake p. 247
33. Burgess, David. Fighting for social justice: the life story of David Burgess. Foreword by Bill Moyers. Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 2000. ISBN: 0814328997. 235p., first edition, inscribed and signed "To Arthur Lipow,
from fellow fighter, David S. Burgess..." Very good condition in like dj. (#215938)
$15.00
"After college he helped coal miners to build homes and organized sharecroppers and migrant workers as part of the
Southern Tenant Farmers Union. He was an active member of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) and
headed up the CIO State Council in Georgia." - dj flap.
34. Campbell, John C. The southern highlander and his homeland. New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1921. xxi,
405p., many photo illustrations on inserted plates, a large folded map in colors, second printing green cloth gilt
panelled in blind. Text includes preface by Olive Dame Campbell, foreword, appended statistical tables, bibliography,
index and musical notation. Some edgewear, both hinges cracked, ownership signature on the ffep. A limited edition of
1500 copies. (#157269)
$30.00
35. Chrismas, Lawrence [text by] Terry Fenton. Canadian coal miners:
photographs. Edmonton, Alberta: The Edmonton Art Gallery, 1983. 16, [4]p.,
wraps, illus., 12x9 inches. Exhibition catalog. (#115516) $20.00
36. Cohen, Stan. King Coal: A Pictorial Heritage of West Virginia Coal Mining.
Charleston, WV: Quarrier Press, 1999. ISBN: 189185206X. vi, 146 p., pictorial
wraps, 11x8.5 inches, very good. Thoroughly illustrated in black and white, mostly
period photography. (#119706)
$15.00
37. Cole, Nancy [and] Andy Rose. The 110-day coal strike; its meaning for all
working people. New York: Pathfinder Press, 1978. ISBN: 0873483979. 39p., wraps.
(#73024)
$12.00

38. Coleman, McAlister. Men and coal. Foreword by John Chamberlain. New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1943. xix,
350p. Labor in twentieth century America. (#326) $18.00
39. Committee of Coal Mine Managers. Facts concerning the struggle in
Colorado for industrial freedom. Denver: Committee of Coal Mine
Managers, 1914. 72p., wraps slightly edge worn else very good condition, first
edition. Series 1. [No more issued]. (#3211)
$65.00
On the strike against The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and the Ludlow
massacre, from the employers' point of view.
40. Communist Party, USA. Coal Commission. Dig we must! --Into the coal
operators' profits! New York: New Outlook Publishers, 1970. 15p.,
staplebound pamphlet, very good. (#38879)
$10.00
41. Corbin, David Alan, ed. Gun thugs, rednecks, and radicals. A
documentary history of the West Virginia mine wars. Oakland, CA: PM Press,
2011. ISBN: 978-1604864526. ix, 275p., wraps. New. (#162804) $15.00
42. Danish, Max D. William Green; a pictorial biography. New York: InterAllied Publications, 1952. 190p., illus., dj. (#584)
$12.00
43. Douglass, David. Tell us lies about the miners. Doncaster: Direct Action Movement - International Workers
Association (Anarcho-syndicalists), 1985. 30p., staplebound wraps, very good. (#183864)
$15.00
Interior title: "The role of the media in the great coal strike of 1984/1985."
44. Douglass, David John. Come and wet this truncheon; [cover title], the role of the police in the coal strike of
1984/1985. London: Direct Action Movement and Canary Press, 1986. [38p.], wraps, illus., very good condition.
(#89113)
$10.00
45. Dubofsky, Melvyn and Warren Van Tine. John L. Lewis; a biography. Abridged edition. New York: University
of Illinois Press, 1986. ISBN: 0252012879. xii, 387p., wraps, illus., very good condition. (#26802)
$10.00
46. Everett, Woodrow W., Jr. A caterwaul from Egypt, anatomy of the 1922 Herrin
Massacre. New York: Vantage Press, 1970. 105p., first edition, very good condition in
like dj. (#187519)
$45.00
47. Ewen, Lynda Ann. Which side are you on? The Brookside Mine strike in Harlan
County, Kentucky, 1973-1974. Chicago: Vanguard Books, 1979. ISBN: 0917702093.
139p., wraps slightly soiled else very good condition. (#44614) $12.00
48. Fairchok, Sherry. A stone that burns. Glendale, NY: The Ledge Press, 1999. 28p.,
wraps, old price tag on back cover. (#127318)
$12.00
Poetry related to the coal towns of Pennsylvania, by a granddaughter of coal miners.
49. Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America. Department of Research and
Education. The coal strike in Western Pennsylvania. New York: Department of
Research and Education, Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, 1928.
99p., wraps, rear wrap and last page slightly chipped and stained in upper margin.
Research bulletin no. 7. (#68916)
$45.00
50. Fink, Gary M. and Merl E. Reed, eds. Essays in Southern labor history. Selected

papers, Southern Labor History Conference, 1976. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1977. ISBN: 0837195284. xv,
275p. Contributions in economics and economic history, no. 16. (#90844)
$45.00
51. Finley, Joseph E. The corrupt kingdom; the rise and fall of the United Mine Workers. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1972.. ISBN: 067121375X. 315p., very good condition in like dj. (#775)
$15.00
52. Fisher, Waldo E. Collective bargaining in the bituminous coal industry: an appraisal. Philadelphia: Published
for the Labor Relations Council of the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce by the University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1948. 43p., wraps, some penciling in the text, minor library markings on the front wrap. Industry-wide collective
bargaining series. (#113891)
$15.00
53. Fisher, Waldo E. and Anne Bezanson. Wage rates and working time in the bituminous coal industry 19121922, with a summary of rates for separate occupations in each coal district in the United States. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932. xxii, 374p., tables (some folded), graphs, spine lettering dulled, previous
owner's name on front blank end paper. Industrial Research Department. Wharton School of Finance and Commerce.
University of Pennsylvania. Research studies 21. (#166)
$75.00
54. Foot, Paul. An agitator of the worst kind: A portrait of Miners' leader A.J. Cook. London: Socialist Workers
Party, 1986. ISBN: 0905998510. 32p., illustrated wraps, 5.75x8 inches, very good condition. (#122844)
$12.00
Cook led the Miners' Federation during the 1926 General Strike.
55. Fowke, Edith and Joe Glazer. Songs of work and freedom.; Music arrangement, Kenneth Bray; art work, Hope
Taylor. Chicago: Roosevelt University, Labor Education Division, 1960. 208p., soiled and chipped stiff wraps, spiral
bound, music, 8x10.5 inches. (#185854)
$12.00
56. Fox, Maier B. United we stand; the United Mine Workers of America, 18901990. Washington: United Mine Workers of America, 1990. ISBN: 9991267603.
vii, 609p., illus., very good hardcover in a dj that has two small pieces of tape on
front panel. (#51733)
$18.00
57. Francis, Hywel. Miners against fascism;
Wales and the Spanish Civil War. London:
Lawrence and Wishart, 1984. ISBN:
0853155763. 304p., line maps and plenty of
period b&w photo illustrations, second printing
boards gilt in dj, very good copy. We may
suppose these volunteers at least brought a
knowledge of explosives to the theatre.
(#6932)
$40.00
58. Frazier, Claude A., with F.K. Brown.
Miners and medicine, West Virginia
memories. Foreword by Stuart McGehee.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992.
ISBN: 0806124547. 131p., illus., hardcover in
dj. (#73380)
$12.00

59. Gannes, Harry. Kentucky miners fight. New York: Workers International Relief, 1932. 31p., staplebound
pamphlet, very good condition, 5x6.5 inches. Back cover depicts a man with a machine gun, captioned "This is what
the Kentucky miners are facing in their fight for bread. You must help them..." Small rubberstamp of the Workers
Book Shop in Grand Rapids. (#27320)
$95.00
"An account of the struggle of the coal miners in Harlan and Bell counties in eastern Kentucky. The story of the strike
there, the activity of the National Miners Union, and the violence against strikers and against the Workers'
International Relief food kitchens are told in this appeal for help." *Seidman G13
60. Gibbons, William Futhey. Those black diamond men; a tale of the Anthrax
Valley. New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1902. 389p., first edition, cover
illustration of a miner at the mine head, very good condition. *Prestridge 28. Hanna
1388. (#854)
$45.00
Concerns Pennsylvania coal miners.
61. Giesen, Carol A.B. Coal miners' wives; portraits of endurance. Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1995. ISBN: 0813108454. x, 170p., wraps. (#63083)
$12.00
62. Gilbert, Ronnie. Ronnie Gilbert on Mother Jones; face to face with the most
dangerous woman in America. Berkeley: Conari Press, 1993. ISBN: 0943233488.
123p., wraps, very good condition. (#37850)
$12.00
63. Gowen, Franklin B. Argument of Franklin B. Gowen, before the Judiciary
Committee of the Senate of Pennsylvania, on behalf of the railroad and mining
interests of Pennsylvania, March 30th, 1871. Philadelphia: The Leisenring Steam Printing House, 1871. 38p., wraps
chipped on the edges, rear wrap detached but present, small stain in bottom margin of the text block, minor internal
handling wear, coal company stamp on front wrap. (#161287) $75.00
On his disputes with the Workingmen's Benevolent Association (the anthracite coalminers' union), wage issues and the

like. It was Gowen's breaking the union in 1874 that lead to the Molly Maguire scare.
64. Gowen, Franklin B. Argument of Franklin B. Gowen, Esq. before the Joint Committee of the Legislature of
Pennsylvania, appointed to inquire into the affairs of the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company and the
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company, at Atlantic City, New Jersey, July 29th and 30th, 1875, on behalf of said
company. Specially reported by D.F. Murphy. Philadelphia: Press of Helfenstein, Lewis & Greene, 1875. 114p., wraps
(rear wrap detached and chipped), two folded maps of coal fields. (#5597)
$125.00
This testimony was part of Gowen's campaign against the Molly Maguires, including a "list of outrages." Gowen,
president of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, was the one who hired the Pinkertons and prosecuted the Mollies.
65. Grogan, William. John Riffe of the Steelworkers; American labor statesman. New York: Coward-McCann,
1959. 256p., illus., worn dj. Riffe, raised in Kentucky, became a coal miner and activist in UMWA. He moved from the
UMWA to SWOC in the 1930s. This biography also describes his conversion to the world ideology of Moral ReArmament. (#1006)
$15.00
66. Hass, Eric. John L. Lewis exposed. New York: New York Labor News Company, 1937. 69p., slightly chipped
and worn wraps. (#60112)
$12.00
67. Hevener, John W. Which side are you on? The Harlan County coal miners, 1931-39. Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1978. ISBN: 0252002709 . xiv, 216p., illus., text edges foxed else good condition, edge worn dj.
(#104745)
$12.00
68. Hinrichs, Albert Ford. The United Mine Workers of America and the non-union coal fields. New York: AMS
Press, 1968. 196p., reprint of 1923 edition. Columbia University studies in the social sciences no. 246. (#6545) $12.00
69. Hotchkiss, Willard E., et al. Mechanization, employment, and output per man in bituminous-coal mining, by
Willard E. Hotchkiss, F.G. Tryon, Charlotte K. Warner, L.N. Plein, Walter M. Dake, R.L. Anderson, J.J. Gallagher,
and Margaret H. Schoenfeld. Philadelphia: Work Projects Administration, National Research Project, in cooperation
with Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 1939. 2 vols. [xxx, 436p.], wraps chipped along the spines, neatly ex
library, illus., maps, tables. Report no. E-9. (#48073)
$30.00
70. Hume, Brit. Death and the mines; rebellion and murder in the United Mine Workers. New York: Grossman
Publishers, 1971. ISBN: 067026105x. [iv], 280p., illus., second printing, very good condition in a soiled dj. (#87358)
$12.00
71. Industrial Workers of the World. Coal mines and coal miners: the story
of a great industry and the men who work in it [Caption title: Coal-mine
workers and their industry: an industrial handbook]. Chicago: IWW
Educational Bureau, 1922. 108p., pictorial wraps depicting the conditions of
unorganized miners versus organized; faint stain around the edge on front and
back covers, minor penetration to the interior (not musty). (#216330) $125.00
72. Janssen, Raymond E., illustrated by Sam Savitts. Buried sunlight: the
story of coal. Evanston: Row, Peterson & co., 1941. 36p., 6.5x8.5 inches, color
illustrations, lightly-worn first edition children's booklet on the mining of coal
in stapled pictorial wraps. (#179448)
$15.00
73. Jones, David; Julian Petley; Mike Power; Lesley Wood. Media hits the
pits: the media and the coal dispute. London: Campaign for Press and
Broadcasting Freedom, 1985. ISBN: 0950889717. 48p., lightly worn wraps.
(#191435)
$15.00

74. Jones, Mary Harris. The correspondence of Mother Jones, Edward M. Steel, editor. Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh, 1985. xlix, 360p., very good condition in like dj. Pittsburgh series in labor history. (#28472)
$10.00
75. Jones, Mary Harris. Mother Jones speaks; collected writings and speeches. Edited by Philip S. Foner. New York:
Monad Press, 1983. ISBN: 0913460893. 724p., thick wraps; spine a little reader-creased else very good condition.
(#176295)
$15.00
76. Keenan, Henry Frances. The money-makers. A social parable. New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1885. vi,
337p., first edition, minor fraying at head and foot of spine. *Wright III 3060. Blake p. 213 Hardcover. (#1180) $25.00
Novel about two journalists, one good, one corrupt. Involves strikes in anthracite coal, newspaper typesetters and the
1877 railroad strike.
77. Kimmel, Stanley. The kingdom of smoke; sketches of my people. Illustrations by Hugo Gellert. New York:
Nicholas L. Brown, 1932. 73p., front., illus., inscribed by Kimmel to folklorist, journalist, and historian George Korson
on the front free endpaper, Some fading to cloth boards along edges. Ex-library with sticker to top rear pastedown
endpaper, "Library of Congress Surplus Duplicate" stamp to title page. Library numbers in pencil to copyright page.
No dust jacket. (#1328)
$60.00
Poetry about coal mining, work, Blacks, strikes, etc. "[O]ne of the notable efforts at writing poetry for a workingclass
audience..." *Nelson p. 84
78. Korson, George. Minstrels of the mine patch; songs and stories of the anthracite industry. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1938. xii, 332p., hardcover, mild handling wear, has a musty odor. Includes songs
about strikes and the Molly Maguires. (#218034)
$12.00
79. Lauck, W. Jett. Political and industrial democracy, 1776-1926. New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1926. x,
374p., first edition, edge worn dj. Long-time advisor to John L. Lewis. (#131046)
$25.00
80. Lerner, Leonard. Miracle at Springhill. New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1960. 179p., first edition, very
good condition in a slightly worn dj. (#126)
$15.00
On the Springhill, Nova Scotia, coal mining disaster in 1958.
81. Levy, Elizabeth and Tad Richards. Struggle and lose, struggle and win; the United Mine Workers. Photo essay
by Henry E.F. Gordillo. New York: Four Winds Press, 1977. ISBN: 0590073559. 122p., illus., very good condition in
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wraps. Pictorial cover. CIO publication no. 40. (#30259)
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$18.00
84. Long, Priscilla. Where the sun never shines; a history of America's bloody coal industry. New York: Paragon
House, 1989. ISBN: 1557782245. xxv, 420p., illus., very good condition in like dj. (#3557)
$12.00
85. Mayer, C.H. The continuing struggle; autobiography of a labor activist. With a posthumous foreword by Scott
Nearing. Northampton, MA: Pittenbruach Press, 1989. ISBN: 0938875205. 186p., wraps, corners rear pages slightly
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$10.00
86. Mayer, C.H. The continuing struggle; autobiography of a labor activist. With a posthumous foreword by Scott

Nearing. Northhampton, MA: Pittenbauch Press, 1989. ISBN: 0938875205. 186p., wraps. Active in the 1930s
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(#88522)
$12.00
87. Metzgar, Jack, ed. Feminizing unions. Chicago: Midwest Center for Labor Research, 1988. 99p., very good in
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88. Meyers, George. Appalachia, USA: a study in poverty. New York: Publishers New Press, [1964-?]. 15p., wraps,
very good condition, 5.125x7.5 inches. (#170686)
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Describes how mechanization has left thousands of coal miners jobless. Communist Party author.
89. Miller, Arnold. The year of the rank & file, 1973: officer's report to the United Mine Workers of America 46th
Constitutional Convention. Washington: United Mine Workers of America, 1973. 189p., wraps with a trace of edge
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your help he'll be re-elected in December. Charlestown, WV: UMW Miners for Miller, [1972]. Six-panel brochure,
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"Prospects for reform of the scandal-ridden United Mine Workers union are as dark as the coal mined in the hills of
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